City: La Rochelle  
Status: enseignant vacataire / contractual teacher  
Work hours: 42h (for one semester)  
Hourly rate: according to profile

Presentation of the organization

L’Institut d’études de géopolitique appliquée (Iega - The Institute for Applied Geopolitical Studies) is a French think tank specialized in international relations. Since its foundation in 2015, IEGA has been guided by the will to associate civil society, institutional actors and scientists in the field of geopolitical analysis. By focusing on research activities, hosting public events and developing new formations for students and professionals, the institute aims at bridging the gap between civil society and geopolitics.

Recruiting process

The institute has been targeted by a number of international organizations and private structures, one of which has tasked the IEGA with designing a complete program of classes centered around geopolitical issues.

Description du cours

Geopolitics: Asia

Geopolitics: Asia focuses on the essential nodes of geopolitical interest in the world’s most populous continent. This course aims to help students understand the specifics of the region’s political issues and its repercussions on both a bi-lateral and multilateral basis. Thus it will not only cover the security aspects of geopolitics, but will also offer an in-depth understanding of the massive transformation that Asia’s geopolitical environment will undergo throughout the 21st century.
Requirements

- M.A in international relations, political science, contemporary history or anything relevant; PhD student in a similar field; lecturer or researcher in a relevant field.
- Extensive knowledge and understanding of Asia’s geopolitical context, including the Indian sub-region.
- Full knowledge and understanding of Asia’s institutional environment, knowledge in law and economics is appreciated
- Full work proficiency in English
- Significant teaching experience and/or relevant work experience in the public or private sector.

Send your application (CV, cover letter, only in PDF) to Mr. Alexandre NEGRUS, president of the Institut d'études de géopolitique appliquée and Mr Yohan BRIANT, director, at recrutement@institut-ega.fr.

Applicants must also join a scientific work (research paper, thesis, etc.) as well as the relevant documentation.